The genomes of temperate Salmonella typhimurium phages P22 and L share approximately 69% homology, as measured by DNA heteroduplex analysis. Alignment of the P22/L heteroduplex molecules with a P22 physical map places most of this homology between the capsid genes and genes in the vicinity of the prophage attachment sites. The degree of genetic relatedness between these phages and the lambdoid phages is also discussed. 85:501-532.
The genetic comparison of temperate Salmonella typhimurium phages P22 and L has established that their genomes are organized in a similar but not identical manner and that they encode some of the same proteins. There are analogous phage L genes for most P22 genes (J. Soskova and J. Soska, personal communication), but no known counterparts for the P22 ant gene (imml region) (16) and sieBlesc capsid proteins (8) . Analogous functions having different specificity are the early genes C1 and C2 (establishment and maintenance of repression and immunity) (1, 2) , cro (an anti-C2 repressor analogous to K gene cro (6) , and 18 and 12 (DNA replication) (6, 11) and the late regulatory gene 23 (11) . A physical comparison of P22 and L genomes should confirm these similarities and differences and provide infor-FIG. 1 . DNA heteroduplex of P22C25/LcII1jo genomes. Phage lysates were purified through two CsCl equilibrium density gradients and dialyzed against 0.01 M Tris (pH 7.4)-0.01 M MgSO4 in the cold. Denaturation, renaturation, and spreading of the DNA was carried out by the micromethod of Davis et al. (4) . DNA heteroduplex molecules were photographed by using a Philips 201 transmission electron microscope. The molecule shown here displays clearly the nonhomologous DNA regions with only one exception: one region of nonhomology is actually two regions (see Fig. 2 , map coordinates 59 to 62%). The imml (mnt, ant) and immC (C2, cro, C1) regions are labeled to orient the molecule. Bar, 1 p.m. genes (18) exist in the phage L genome. Analogous functions having the same specificity are the early genes C3 (establishment of repression and immunity) (1, 2) and 24 (regulation of early gene expression) (6, 11) mation about genes not yet studied.
We report measurements of heteroduplex molecules of P22 and L DNA which have been aligned with a P22 physical map (3, 10, 13) . A representative heteroduplex molecule contains 23 regions of DNA homology and 22 regions of DNA nonhomology (Fig. 1 ). The homologous ends of these molecules vary in length, as predicted from the circular permutation of the genomes (19) . The were averaged and normalized to a total molecule length of 100%. The total molecule length was calculated by adding the lengths of each homologous region to the average lengths of each nonhomologous region (because the P22 and L DNA strands are indistinguishable) and then subtracting 2% of this total length to compensate for the terminal repetition of the genomes (12, 19) . Normalization was achieved by converting each region (in centimeters) to a percentage of this total length molecule. The molecule was then aligned with a P22 physical map by using regions of nonhomologous DNA sequence previously correlated with the immC and DNA replication genes in a Ximm22IximmL heteroduplex molecule (6) and by shifting map coordinates to begin and end with pac (the origin of DNA packaging in P22).
proteins, sieA (superinfection exclusion), imml (mnt and ant genes), and the prophage attachment site (att). It is interrupted by three small nonhomologous regions and only one large nonhomologous region. The small regions are intergenic or intragenic differences, or both, in DNA sequence for the genes controlling the maturation of full heads (genes 10 and 26) and DNA injection (genes 7, 20, and 16) (17) . Phage L complements 13 late gene complementation groups of P22, suggesting that most of their late genes are the same (8) . Unfortunately, these P22 complementation groups have not been correlated with the P22 genetic map of Susskind and Botstein (17) . The large nonhomologous region aligns with genes mnt and ant (imml region), the short side of the nonhomology probably corresponding to the L DNA strand since phage L does not appear to encode genes analogous to those of immI (16) . Homologous DNA sequences at the prophage attachment site (att) and gene int to its right suggest that phages P22 and L integrate their prophage DNA at the same site in S. typhimurium by using the same int gene product. The right half of the heteroduplex molecule (Fig. 2) which contains most of the nonhomologous DNA encodes recombination, superinfection exclusion, repression and immunity, regulation, DNA replication, and lysis genes. Small nonhomologous regions are sprinkled throughout immC (genes C2, cro, and C1), consistent with the different specificities of these P22 and L genes (1, 2, 6) . A large region of nonhomology extends across the DNA replication genes and another across gene 23, both of which are believed to differ in P22 and L (6, 11) . Smaller nonhomologous regions to the right of gene 23 suggest that P22 and L might encode different lysis control (gene 13) and lysozyme (gene 19) proteins, but this would have to be confirmed by other experiments.
From this DNA heteroduplex analysis, we calculated the total DNA-DNA homology between P22 and L genomes to be approximately 69%. This is similar to the 63% homology found between temperate Escherichia coli phages X and 434 (14) . The relationship between P22 and L and coliphages 434 and X goes even further to include the specificity of several regulatory proteins. Each pair of phages is heteroimmune (1, 2, 9) , encodes cro proteins of different specificity (5, 6) , and encodes early regulatory proteins of the same specificity (6, 11) .
Phages P22 and L also share sufficient DNA homology with coliphage X to permit the construction of Ximm22 and XimmL hybrid phages which have P22 and L immC and adjacent genes substituted for the analogous X functions (6, 7) . The approximately 18% DNA-DNA homology reported between P22 and X (15) and the similar homology between L and X (inferred from DNA heteroduplex mapping of XimmL hybrid phages) (6; M. Schlein and S. Hilliker, unpublished results) map predominantly in the right arm of their genomes (roughly comparable to the right half of the P22/L heteroduplex molecule in Fig. 2 ). It is interesting to note that when the DNA homology for the left half of P22 and L (primarily capsid genes) is subtracted from the total homology for these phages, P22 and L share only about 18% homology in the remaining right half of their genomes. Are these phages, therefore, no more related to each other than they are to coliphage X? This is not necessarily so. The distribution of nonhomologous sequences in the right half of the Ximm22 and XimmL heteroduplex molecules (6, 7) shows that individual regions of nonhomology are larger and usually multigenic between P22 and X and between L and X, while they are smaller and more often monogenic between P22 and L. This observation is consistent with the idea that P22, L, and the lambdoid phages appear to have been members of the same gene pool at some time in the past, but with time the intergenic sequences have probably diverged between the temperate Salmonella and E. coli phages. P22 and L have retained more intergenic homology because they have maintained the same host range and are still members of the same gene pool.
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